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Inherited cardiac conditions guidelines

Hereditary gene variants are increasingly involved in heart disorders, but the clinical impact of these findings has been modifiable. For some disorders, such as familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, long QT syndrome and familial hypercholesterolrolology, genetic testing has a high yield and has become an integral part of family management. For other disorders, including extended cardiomyopathy, right
ventricular arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy, Brugada syndrome, catechorrhaminrgic polymorphic ventricular tahycardia and atrial fibrillation, relatively less is known about the genes involved, and genetic testing has a lower yield. Recent advances in sequence-based sequencing and technologies promise to change the landscape of our understanding of the genetic basis of human disease and will
dramatically increase the detection rate of genomic variants. Since each individual is expected to have thousands of variants, many of which may be new, the interpretation of the functional significance of any variant is critical, and should be undertaken by experienced personnel. Genotip results may have a wide range of medical and psychosocial implications for affected and unsealed individuals and
therefore genetic testing should be performed in a specialized cardiac genetic clinic or clinical genetics service where appropriate family management and genetic counseling can be offered. A protein associated with a heart attack can identify which patients with irregular heartbeats have an increased risk of death, according to new research. The study, by researchers from the National Institute for Health
Research in Health Informatics... A new analysis of patient heart data at Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust found that even a slight increase in heart attack-related protein, called troponin, is associated with an increased risk of early death across all age groups. A new emergency lift has been installed at Hammersmith Hospital's (HAC) heart attack centre after a former patient raised almost £100,000
for the project. AbstractAdvances in human genetics improve understanding of a variety of inherited cardiovascular diseases, including cardiomyopathy, arrhythmic disorders, vascular disorders and lipid disorders such as familial hypercolestralemia. However, not all cardiovascular practitioners are fully aware of the usefulness and potential pitfalls of including genetic test results in the care of patients and
their families. This statement compresses current best practices with regard to genetic testing and its implications for the treatment of inherited cardiovascular disease. Genetic testing is informative and useful for clinical management of various inherited cardiovascular diseases such as cardiomyopathy, arrhythmic disorders, thoracic aortic aneurysms and secessions, and familial hypercoleleroemia (FH).
This scientific statement compresses current best practices for genetic testing in cardiovascular medicine, recognizing that testing methods are being developed and practices may change. Strategies for genetic testing in these diseases are listed in Figure 1 (for patients with confirmed or suspected diagnoses of genetic disorders) and Figure 2 (for people with secondary or random genetic findings). The
following is a summary of the recommendations for disease-specific genetic testing. Figure 1. Access to assessment of patients with confirmed or suspected diagnosis of hereditary cardiovascular disease. VUS indicates a variant of uncertain significance. Figure 2. Access to the assessment of individuals with secondary or random genetic findings. Research of existing literature There is a wealth of
evidence from clinical trials for the use of genetic testing in the practice of cardiovascular medicine, this statement relies on the latest guidelines and resources of clinical practice, expert consensus documents and other scientific statements. These include the American Heart Association's statement on improving literacy in cardiovascular genetics (2016), 1 guideline from the Society for Heart Failure of
America, and a resource from the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) on genetic evaluation of cardiomyopathy (2018), 2.3 statements by the Society for Heart Rhythm/European Heart Rhythm Association about genetic testing for ductopathy and cardiomyopathy (2011), 4 statement on clinical genetic testing for FH (2018), 5 and various publications from the National Institutes of
Health-funded Clinical Genome Resource Consortium (ClinGen).6-10 Note, different authors of this statement served on i,, in some cases, Chaired writing groups for each of these documents. Access to evaluation of patients with confirmed or suspected diagnosesAs the decision to perform genetic testing Of all cardiovascular practices should be converse in the basic concepts of genetics and have the
ability to assess whether their patients can have genetic cardiovascular conditions. Two recent scientific statements by the American Heart Association address fundamental genetic competencies.1,11 Genetic testing should typically be reserved for patients with confirmed or suspected diagnosis of inherited cardiovascular disease or for people at high a priori risk resulting from a previously identified
pathogenic variant in their family (although similar in meaning, we use a variant of the term instead of the mutation in this statement). One of the key elements is a rigorous phenotype suitable for the disease, either by the service provider or through referral to a specialist. Another element, which cannot be overeened, is a comprehensive family history that spans at least 3 generations. If these 2 elements
together establish or strongly suggest hereditary cardiovascular disease, then the next step is to identify the most attentive person for genetic testing. For convenience, the service provider will often have to test the patient presenting themsself to the clinic first, but in principle the family member with the most and the most severe phenotype should be the one initially tested to increase the chances of
identifying pathogenic variants useful for family testing. The genetic testing process differs from traditional laboratory testing in that it requires basic competence in genetic knowledge and practice and typically benefits from interactions between service providers and genetics experts, that is, board-certified geneticists (or cardiovascular experts with commensurate genetics experience) and genetic
counselors.1 Unless the main provider is sufficiently qualified to select, order and interpret genetic testing and , critically, for advising the patient appropriately on the importance and meaning of the results of the genetic test, a reference to a genetics expert is indicated before ordering the test. Once the patient receives pretesting genetic counseling, the patient and the provider can make a joint decision on
whether to undergo testing. As with any medical procedure, the patient should understand the potential benefits, risks and limitations of genetic testing before agreeing to it. In particular, the patient should understand the uncertainties associated with testing, as described in this section and section Interpretation and action on the results of genetic testing and the implications of genetic test results not only
for the patient's own health, but also for the health of family members who might share genetic variants that predispose to inherited cardiovascular diseases. Providers and patients should also be aware of local laws and regulations and their restrictions on genetic testing. For example, in the United States, the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act prohibits genetic discrimination (i.e. it is treated
differently because of its genetic variants) in health insurance and employment, but does not apply to other types of insurance (e.g. life and disability), nor does it apply to companies with &lt;15 employees. If a decision is made to continue genetic testing, the next step is to decide what scope of genetic testing should be done. Most genetic cardiovascular disorders of adults are inherited in an autosomally
dominant way with variable expressiveness and penetrance. The choice of testing ranges from targeted sequencing of a single gene or several genes most likely to be involved in the disease to large gene panels involving genes with limited evidence to unbiased sequencing of the exome or genome that queries all genes. The natural temptation could be testing more genes, perhaps all genes, with the
thinking that more data is better, especially since next-generation sequencing has made even full genome sequencing relatively affordable. Additional information may be useful in the research context, that is, improving our knowledge of gene disease relationships, but panels genes with little support for the gene-phenotypic association under investigation may not In addition, extended test panels may
increase the number of identified variants of uncertain significance (VUSs) and, for the sequencing of exome or genome, may increase the possibility of taking secondary or random findings that are not relevant to the disease in question.14,15 This may lead to confusion and uncertainty. ClinGen is engaged in efforts to develop a parsimonious list of genes with strong evidence linking them to diseases.8-
10.16 Providers should also be aware that genetic testing may not reveal the cause or confirm the diagnosis of a patient's disease because the yield of genetic testing for any inherited cardiovascular disease remains &lt;100%, usually much less than 100%. If genetic testing is not performed, the patient should be managed in accordance with the standard of care established by modern clinical guidelines
specific to the disease. Since the disease is considered genetic origin, but a specific variant that causes diseases is not known, clinical phenotyping of family members to evaluate the disease, i.e. cascading clinical screening (unlike cascading genetic testing, which is described in the Section Implications of genetic testing outside the original patient), is usually recommended. All family members found to
have a phenotype of the disease should be offered genetic testing for themselves. Interpretation and action on the results of genetic testingThe indication of any results of genetic testing to the patient should be accompanied by the posttestation of genetic counseling, so that the patient has a full understanding of the implications of the results for their health and, potentially, the health of family members. If
testing detects ≥1 variants in genes or genes definitely associated with the disease, variants should be interpreted given their likelihood of causing the disease (a process usually performed by genetic testing laboratories, with interpretations included in testing reports). Given the rapid evolution of literature and privately held information, interpretations may vary between genetic testing laboratories and
service providers and over time.17 To promote standardization, ACMG and the Association for Molecular Pathology have published a framework for interpreting variants that classifies variants in 5 categories: benign, possibly benign, uncertain significance, possibly pathogenic, and pathogenic.18Prescious recognition that the framework for interpreting the ACMG variant is not a solution for all sizes for each
gene , ClinGen deals with ongoing efforts to modify the framework for specific genes,7 based in part on data provided on individual gene variants and their relationships with the disease by genetic testing laboratories, clinicians and researchers in the ClinVar database.19.20 Each ClinVar submission includes an interpretation of the variant by the submission. Although most variants have concordant
interpretations among different submissions, a subset of variants has conflicting interpretations, complicating their use to inform clinical management. Currently, service providers are advised to treat variants binary. Pathogenic variants and probable pathogenic variants are considered positive results; that is, variants are considered causal for diseases. Benign variants and probably benign variants are
considered negative results. Pathogenic and probable pathogenic variants can confirm diagnoses of suspected diseases (i.e. serve as the main criteria) or guarantee changes in clinical management (i.e. partial) if they occur in certain genes in patients with certain diseases (Table 1.37 Nevertheless, finding a pathogenic or possibly pathogenic variant should encourage an attempt to perform cascading
genetic testing of family members (see Implications of genetic testing beyond the original patient). Table 1. Genetics-Guided Diagnosis and Management of Cardiovascular Conditions*StateRole in DiagnosisRole in ManagementSourceVascular Disorders Familial Thoracic Aneurysm and DissectionConfirm Clinical Diagnosis and Classification of SubtipaCausative Gene May Affect (1) Time Recommended
Surgical Intervention and (2) Scope and Type of Screening for Other Abnormalities; aids with identification of family members at risk for the conditionHiratzka et al21 Loeys-Dietz syndromeMajor criteria for the diagnosis and classification of subtipa Confirmed diagnosis may affect (1) the time of recommended surgical intervention and (2) the scope and type of screening for other abnormalities; Aids with
identification of family members at risk for the conditionMacCarrick et al22 Marfan syndromeMajor criterion for diagnosis Confirmed diagnosis may affect the time of recommended surgical interventionWorks and Baumgartner23Arrhythmic disorders Brugada syndrome Can support clinical diagnosisAids with identification of family members at risk for the conditionAckerman et al,4 Schwartz et al24
Kateholamingric polymorphic ventricular tahikadricaMajor criterion for the diagnosis and classification of subtipaAids with identification of family members at risk for the conditionAckerman et al,4 Schwartz et al24 Long-QT syndromeConfirm clinical diagnosis and classification of subtipsCausative gene may influence recommended decisions on treatment/ therapeutic decisions and risk assessment; aids with
identification of family members at risk for conditionAckerman et al,4 Schwartz et al,24 Schwartz and Ackerman,25 Guidicessi and Ackerman,26 Barsheshet et al27Cardiomyopathies ARVCMajor diagnosis criterion and classification of subtipaAids with identification of family members who are at risk for the conditionPinamonti et al,28 Marcus et al29 HCM/DCMCan support clinical diagnosis and
classification of subtipaSat types of variants may be specifically targeted with experimental treatments; aids with identification of family members at risk for the conditionHershberger et al,2 Ho et al30 Restrictive cardiomyopathyConfirm clinical diagnosisCausative may lead the choice of therapy (e.g. transthyretine amyloidosis); aids with identification of family members at risk for the conditionHershberger et
al,2 Hershberger et al3 RASopathy syndromesConfirm clinical diagnosis and classification of subtipaKausative gene may affect the scope and type of screening for other abnormalities; aids with identification of family members who are at risk for the conditionRauen31 Duchenne/Becker muscular dystrophyMajor criterion for diagnosis Determination of types of variants may be specifically focused on
experimental treatments; aids with identification of family members at risk for the conditionTouznik and al32 Congenital muscular dystrophy; muscular dystrophy by limb corset; myotonic dystrophyConfirm clinical diagnosisCausative gene can affect the appearance, severity and type of cardiac manifestations (also, arrhythmias, feasibility block, cardiomyopathy); aids with the identification of family members
at risk for the conditionBeynon and Ray,33 Wang et al34 Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophyMajor criterion for the diagnosis and classification of subtypesType variants (missense vs abbreviation) is important for determining the risk of sudden death and the need to set an ICD for primary prevention; Aids with identification of family members at risk for conditioned Rijsingen et al35 Friedreich ataxiaConfirm
clinical diagnosisAidi with identification of family members at risk for the conditionCorben et al36Lipid disorders FHCan confirm clinical diagnosis Confirmed diagnosis may affect the use and choice of lipid-lowering therapies (e.g. improved adherence to therapy, earlier initiation of therapy, more aggressive therapy or lower LDL-C targets); aids with the identification of family members at risk for the
conditionSturm et al5VUSs are not considered to be either definitively pathogenic or benign. In some cases, they may indicate a better or worse prognosis, but they are not directly considered for predictive testing in at-risk family members. For example, in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, relatively mature cardiomyopathy phenotype with abundant genetic information available Vus carriers in the sarcomer
gene have a prognosis that is intermediate between positive and negative carriers of sarcomer variants.38 This observation reflects that VUS carriers form a mixture of patients with unrecognly known pathogenic variants and patients with unrecognly known benign variants. The VUS designation, like any interpretation, is open for reinterpretation later. New information may cause VUS to be reclassified as a
pathogenic or probable pathogenic variant — changing genetic test results to positive — or reducing it to a benign or possibly benign variant as variant databases expand.39.40 Another possibility is that new research could identify new genes associated with the patient's disease, which could require retesting of patients, in particular patients with genotype and negative for patients (i.e. patients without
pathogenic or probable pathogenic variants). Naoda have non-European origins are more likely to have VUS than individuals of European origin,41 situations that are unfortunately likely to last until population databases are expanded and more accurately reflected by patients undergoing genetic testing. It is the implicit responsibility of patient service providers to ensure that genetic testing is accumulation,
although formal mechanisms by which providers can ensure this happens remain in place. Patients and service providers are advised to be aware of the need for a periodic recontact among them, by instructing service providers (1) to review the results of genetic testing (either by checking with genetic testing laboratories or by reviewing the latest interpretations available in ClinVar, which allows applicants
to update their interpretations), (2) to inform patients of updates(3) to propose additional testing when warranted. , and (4) manage patients appropriately in light of new information. The implications of genetic testing outside the original patientOnce patient tested positive for a pathogenic or possibly pathogenic variant in the cardiovascular disease gene, the implications of this variant extend beyond 1
patient. Providers should always recommend to their patients to share genetic risk information with all their at-risk relatives as each biological relative may share the same variant and either have the disease or be at risk of developing the condition in the future. Privacy concerns (e.g. those ethased by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 in the United States) limit the ability of
healthcare providers to disseminate information directly to potentially affected relatives without patient approval. Providers may provide patients with a summary letter that provides a genetic finding and is directed towards relatives; these family letters describe accurate information and lead cascading testing. Genetic counselors have expertise in how to provide this information to patients and, ultimately,
their family members. Cascading clinical screening and genetic testing should be offered for first-degree family members, along with genetic counseling. For each family member found to have a disease or disease-related variant-positive tests, relatives of the first stage of that individual should be offered testing and counseling. This should continue until all vulnerable extended family members are offered
clinical screening and genetic testing. While there may be practical restrictions on carrying out full cascading evaluations, especially when relatives have geographical separation or are out of touch, service providers should make reasonable efforts to do so. Periodic clinical surveillance should be recommended for at-risk relatives with no current signs of phenothyp disease at appropriate intervals, based on
natural medical history in which it is said. Relatives who have tested negative for are usually exempted from further evaluation or supervision; their level of risk should not be reduced from the level of the general population. An exception may be if there are concerns that the patient is still at increased risk of the disease even if the patient has tested negative for the family variant; for example, if it is not
certain that the variant is the cause of the disease despite being classified as pathogenic or possibly pathogenic, if the clinical phenotype is atypical for a variant of the gene identified in the family, or if it is possible that an unrecognly recognizable variant in another gene may contribute to the disease in patients. Clinical phenothypia and monitoring (usually at a rarer interval) may be considered in this
scenario. If a family member chooses not to undergo genetic testing, the uncertain genetic status calls into question the risk of the disease. Clinical phenotypy and surveillance are still recommended at intervals similar to those for individuals known to test positive for the genotype. Finally, the prospective parent can use a positive genetic result for prenatal genetic testing and in the process of
preimplantation genetic diagnosis, whereby early stage embryos are tested for the genetic variant, and only those without a variant are implanted in vitro fertilization, ensuring that the newborn baby will not carry the variant that causes the disease. Access to evaluation of people with secondary or random genetic findingsSecondary, or random, the findings are genetic test results relevant to pheno types or
diseases beyond what triggered the genetic test. (This contradicts a primary genetic finding explaining the disease in a patient tested after it has already been confirmed or suspected of having the disease.) In most situations, an individual, when clinically evaluated, will have no evidence of the expected cardiovascular phenotype associated with a variant identified by a specific genetic test. This has led to a
new dimension in clinical cardiovascular genetics: what to do with an individual identified with a pathatively relevant (and usually causing disease) variant without phenotip. Secondary/random findings become particularly relevant as patients are increasingly subjected to genetic testing with exome or genome sequencing to increase the possibility of identifying causal pathogenic variants and as costs
between gene panels and exomes/genomes narrow. Unless the analysis of genetic testing data is deliberately limited only to genes known to be associated with a disease of interest, pathogenic or probable pathogenic variants in genes unrelated to the disease, for example, a variant of the cardiomyopathy gene in cancer patients being tested for herprofitable malignancy, it can be detected when that
patient is not present and has not undergone genetic testing for cardiomyopathy. Asking similar questions, healthy people take advantage of direct-to-consumer genetics services that offer exome or genome sequencing or direct sequencing of medically partial genes (see Implications of genetic testing beyond the original patient). In the absence of the disease, the hypothesized intention is to identify
variants that indicate an increased risk of future diseases. ACMG has published a list of 59 medically acting genes (known as ACMG 59) recommended to return in clinical genetic testing involving the sequencing of exome or genomes.42 Specifically, it is recommended that patients should be notified of pathogenic or probable pathogenic variants in any of these genes if they have not given up receiving
these results. As of this writing, VUS usually does not return when detected as random findings. In particular, 30 genes of ACMG 59 are associated with cardiovascular disease (Table 2). Table 2. ACMG list of genes associated with cardiovascular disorders in which secondary/ random findings are reportableConditionGeneEhlers-Danlos syndrome, vascular typeCOL3A1Marfan syndrome, Loeys-Dietz
syndromes and fax aneurysms and dissections of thoracic arakte and dissectionFBN1, TGFBR1, TGFBR2, SMAD3, ACTA2, MYH11HCM, DCMMYBPC3, MYH7, TNNT2, TNNI3, TPM1, MYL3, ACTC1, PRKAG2, GLA, MYL2, LMNACatecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tahikadrijaryR2ARVCPPP2, DSP, DSC2, TMEM43, DSG2Romano-Ward long-QT syndrome types 1, 2 and 3, Brugada
SyndromeKCNQ1, KCNH2, SCN5AFHLDLR, APOB, PCSK9 Recent guidelines from the Society for Heart Failure of America/ACMG were based on access to such individuals who had secondary findings in cardiomyopathy genes. The identification and notification of the patient of a secondary/incidental finding should prompt a careful assessment of the relevant family history of the disease in question, at
least in the history of 3 generations. If family history is positive, this should immediately raise the finding to greater concern. Genetics experts should be hired if the provider is not experienced enough in genetics. Depending on the origin of the findings – clinical genetic sequencing versus non-clinical sequencing of the study – the findings from the sequencing of the study should first be verified by clinical
genetic sequencing (e.g. clinical laboratory improvement test in the United States). Some research laboratories have clinical laboratory improvement amendments certified and may return medically beneficial results that do not require clinical confirmation. After confirming the secondary/random finding, the patient should undergo a comprehensive family history assessment and rigorous disease-appropriate
phenotyping, either by the service provider or by referral to a specialist, to determine whether the patient has signs of disease(disease) associated with the finding. If a clinical assessment determines a clinical diagnosis, the patient should be treated similarly to a phenotype positive, genotype-positive patient with a primary genetic finding (Table 1) and cascading genetic genetic testing should be
recommended to family members. An important difference between people with primary and those with secondary/random findings is that in the latter case an individual may be symptom-free and have only early signs of the disease. In this case, management should be aimed at preventing or stopping disease progression where funds are available. In many cases, however, an individual with a
secondary/random finding has no family history and no signs of the disease in question. In this case, it is up to the provider to assess whether the patient is at risk of developing the disease in the future, which can be particularly challenging in children who have a lifetime to manifest the disease. Unfortunately, the field has little insight and no published literature to inform on this matter. In some cases, the
probability can be very small. For example, the patient may be older than the usual age initially observed for this particular disease. In other cases, periodic surveillance of signs of incipient disease may be justified, especially for children or young adults for typical diseases in adulthood. Furthermore, no data are available to inform the practitioner whether cascading clinical screening and genetic testing of
family members is warranted if there is no evidence of a disease with a secondary/random finding in the initial individual, especially if the predicted age at the beginning of phenotip concerns is likely to show some evidence of the disease. At the time of writing this text, the field does not encourage the conduct of family assessments when there is no suggestion of illness in the pedigree, and the individual
with the secondary finding has no evidence of the disease. Nevertheless, it should be acknowledged that there is limited experience with this environment, and more will be learned in the coming years. As more complex situations are possible, tailoring approaches may be indicated in specific circumstances.3 These complexities highlight the need for the most beautiful genetic counseling to educate
individuals about the consequences of different genetic test outcomes before it is done. Guidelines for specific genetic testingGenetic Testing for CardiomyopathiesThe 2018 Heart Failure Society of America guideline on cardiomyopathies,2 a conjoint publication sharing the same writing group as the 2018 ACMG clinical practice resource,3 offered several recommendations. A family history of at least 3
generations should be obtained for all patients with primary cardiomyopathy. Secondly, clinical screening of cardiomyopathy is recommended for at-risk relatives of the first degree. Thirdly, patients with genetic, family or other unexplained forms of cardiomyopathy should be referred to professional centres. Genetic counseling is recommended for all patients with cardiomyopathy and their family members.
The authors also recommended that genetic testing be offered to all patients diagnosed with all forms of cardiomyopathy (Table 3 lists selected genes associated with cardiomyopathy). In the family, testing should be directed to the most well-affected family member. If that person is found to have a gene variant judged to be pathogenic or possibly pathogenic, then cascading genetic testing for this variant
should be offered to at-risk family members. For infants with cardiomyopathy, in addition to routine screening tests for newborns that may have been carried out, a specialised assessment is likely to include genetic testing and should also include an assessment of syndrome or metabolic conditions for which a particular intervention or therapy may be warranted. Table 3 Gene lists to consider for testing from
guidelines and statements*ConditionGenesSourceHCM, definitive evidenceMYBPC3, MYH7, TNNT2, TNNI3, TPM1, ACTC1, MYL2, MYL3Ingles et al10HCM, moderate evidenceCSRP3, TNNC1, JPH2Ingles et al10HCM, final syndrome genes for which isolated left ventricle hypertrophypln, CACNA1C, DES, FHL1, FLNC, GLA, LAMP2, PRKAG2, PTPN11, RAF1, RIT1, TTRIngles et al10DCMTTN, LMNA,
MYH7, TNNT2, BAG3, RBM20 , TNNC1 , TNNI3, TPM1, SCN5A, PLN; for testing it is recommended that all HCM and ARVC genes be includedHershberger et al,2 Hershberger et al3ARVCDES, DSC2, DSG2, DSP, JUP, LMNA, PKP2, PLN, RYR2, SCN5A, TMEM43, TTN; consider the entire DCM panelHershberger et al,2 Hershberger et al3Restrictive cardiomyopathyTTR; consider hcm or DCM
panelHershberger et al,2 Hershberger et al3LVNCUse gene plate for cardiomyopathy identified in collaboration with LVNC phenotypeHershberger et al,2 Hershberger et al3Long-QT syndromeKCNQ1, KCNH2, SCN5AAckerman et al4Short-QT syndromeKCNH2, KCNQ1, KCNJ2Ackerman et al4Brugada syndromeSCN5AHosseini et al8Catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardiaRYR2,
CASQ2Ackerman et al4HTAD, final or strong evidenceACTA2, COL3A1, FBN1, MYH11, SMAD3, TGFB2, TGFBR1, TGFBR2, MYLK , LOX, PRKG1Renard et al9HTAD , potentially diagnosticEFEMP2, ELN, FBN2, FLNA, NOTCH1, SLC2A10, SMAD4, SKIRenard et al9FHLDLR, APOB, PCSK9Sturm et al5Phenotypic overlap with FHLDLRAP1, LIPA, ABCG5, ABCG8, APOESturm et al5Presus
recommendation dealt with secondary findings: Focused cardiovascular phenotyping should be performed when pathogenic or probable pathogenic variants in cardiomyopathy genes (Table 2) determined by ACMG are identified in the individual. In these individuals, focused cardiovascular phenotyping should be undertaken. If a concordant cardiovascular phenotype is identified, cascading genetic testing
of family members is recommended. If a phenotype is not identified, a verification of the individual's supervision should be considered. Even if the phenotype is not identified, cascading phenotypic testing of at-risk family members may be considered, depending on the gene in question, the type of variant identified and its likelihood of being relevant to the disease. If family members were found to have
evidence of phenotypes, genetic testing for the variant may help to establish evidence of the causation of the disease variant (i.e. segregation). Given the specific genes that should be tested in patients with cardiomyopathy, a 2019 gene curation report from ClinGen on hypertrophic cardiomyopathy10 evaluated 57 candidate genes and estimated that 8 genes have definitive evidence and an additional 3
genes have moderate evidence (Table 3). An additional 12 syndrome genes are definitely associated with isolated left ventricle hypertrophy (Table 3). Accordingly, clinical genetic testing for patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy should include these genes. To date, ClinGen has published a framework for gene-specific interpretation for only 1 of these genes, MYH7.7 For other hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy genes, ACMG criteria for interpreting variants remain standard,18 with additional general recommendations of ClinGen.43 ClinGen has not yet published similar curation reports or frameworks for a variant interpretation relevant to other cardiomyopathies such as extended cardiomyopathy and arrhythmogen cardiomyopathy. 2018 Heart Failure Society of America and ACMG documents
highlighted the need to test TTR in patients with restrictive cardiomyopathy to diagnose transthyretin amyloidosis, given the prevalence of TTR mutations in elderly patients with severe heart failure, especially black patients (10% with TTR p.Val142Il alleles), and the availability of new therapies for the treatment of amyloidosis.2,3Genetic testing for arrhythmic disorders The Heart Rhythm Society
2011/European Heart Rhythm Association Expert Consensus Statement4 provides the latest systematic assessment of genetic testing in arrhythmic disorders. The statement deals with the following disorders: long QT syndrome, short QT syndrome, Brugada syndrome, catecholaminrgic polymorphic ventricular tahikadrica and progressive heart vaccination disease (gene lists in Table 3). It recommends
cascading genetic testing for family members and appropriate relatives of genotype-positive patients with any of these conditions. It also recommends that genetic testing be offered to patients with a strong clinical index of suspected long QT syndrome, idiopathic, symptom-free QT extension and with documented electrocardiographic QTc interval &gt;480 milliseconds (prepuberty) or &gt;500 milliseconia
(adults) or clinical index of suspected catecholaminrgic polymorphic ventricular tahicardia. Otherwise, the press release states that, in general, genetic testing may be beneficial or may be considered in patients with a clinical index of suspected 1 of the disorder, with the notable exception of patients with isolated type 2 or type 3 Brugada electrocardiographic samples, who are not diagnostic for Brugada
syndrome and for which genetic testing is not indicated. The statement by the Society for Heart Rhythm/European Association for Heart Rhythm also deals with genetic outpatier cardiac arrest survivors and autopsy testing in sudden unexpected cases of death. For survivors of cardiac arrest, testing should be reserved for patients with a clinical index of suspected cardiomyopathy or ductopathy; otherwise,
testing is not indicated. For autopsy testing, it is recommended to collect tissue samples for possible future testing, and the selection of special test panels should be guided by autopsy findings, when available, and findings from clinical testing of surviving family members. For both groups, in cases with the identification of the genetic cause, cascading genetic testing of family members is recommended.
Finally, a statement from the Heart Rhythm Society/European Heart Rhythm Association recommends against any genetic testing for atrial fibrillation, although recently published evidence may require testing in selected patients. A 2019 gene curation report from ClinGen on Brugada Syndrome8 assessed 21 genes implicated in arrhythmia syndrome. Only 1 gene, SCN5A, has been judged to have definitive
evidence to support a cause-and-effect role for the disease. Findings with other genes should not be used to inform clinical management, although gene testing could be useful in the context of research. Along the same lines, the 2020 ClinGen Gene Curation Report In 2014, 17 genes were assessed and assessed by only 3 genes – KCNQ1, KCNH2 and SCN5A – as if they had definitive evidence for
typical long QT syndrome and 4 additional genes – CALM1, CALM2, CALM3 and TRDN – as if they had definitive or strong evidence for long QT syndrome with atypical features. Genetic testing for thoracic aortic aneurysm and dissectionU 2018 The ClinGen working group summed up cumulative evidence for 11 genes that cause highly penetrant thoracic aneurysms or secession (HTAD), with or without
syndomic characteristics (Table 3.9 Eight additional genes with significant htad-related risk evidence are often incorporated into commercial aortopathy testing plates (Table 3). Most families with HTADs with systemic features of Marfan syndrome or Loeys-Dietz syndrome have a pathogenic variant in 1 of these genes. Identification of the causative gene may provide clinically effective information on
associated clinical disorders, presentation of aortic diseases (age, dissection versus aneurysm), risk of dissection with or without dilation of aority, and the risk for additional vascular diseases.44 For example, patients with ACTA2 pathogenic variants are also at increased risk of early onset stroke or myocardial infarction associated with vascular occlusive lesions and moyamoya disease.45 The 45 The 45
The 45 The 45 The 1 2010 American Heart Association/American College of Cardiology Guideline for the management of HTADs recommends an individualized diagnostic task force and prophylactic interventions based on specific gene risks.21 Clinical Clinical Task Force and prophylactic interventions based on specific gene risks.21 Clinical testing is negative for 70% of families with HTADs that do not
have system systemic indicating that additional genes remain to be detected. Therefore, families with HTADs that have not tested positive with the current clinical panel of known genes should be considered for reference to research research. Genetic testing for FHAn international expert panel convened by the FH Foundation has written a scientific statement on clinical genetic testing for FH.5 This
statement generally recommends genetic testing of FH genes (LDLR, APOB, PCSK9 and potentially other genes if justified by the phenotype of patients; Table 3) for people with hypercolenzolemia for which hereditary variant is the probable cause. The statement highlighted individuals with some combination of persistent elevated levels of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, a personal history of premature
coronary artery disease, a family history of the hypercholesterol population, and a family history of premature coronary artery disease to offer or may be considered for genetic testing (Table 4). In addition, cascading genetic testing should be offered to all at-risk family members of an individual thought to have a pathogenic variant in the FH gene. Genetic testing for FH is expected to result in a higher rate of
diagnosis among FH patients, more effective cascading testing, initiation of therapies at an earlier age, and more precise risk disarment.5Table 4. Recommendations and considerations for genetic testing for FHGenetic FH testing should be offered to individuals of any age at whom there is a strong clinical index of suspected FH based on patient clinical and family history reviews. This doubt index includes
the following: Children with persistent* levels of LDL-C ≥160 mg/dL or adults with persistent* levels of LDL-C ≥190 mg/dl with no apparent secondary cause of hypercholesterolemia† and with at least 1 relative of the first degree similarly or with premature CAD◗ or when a family history is not available (e.g. adoption) Children with persistent* levels of LDL-C ≥190 mg/dL or adults with persistent* levels of
LDL-C ≥250 mg/dL with no apparent secondary cause of hypercholesterolemia,† even in the absence of † positive family history Genetic testing for FH can be considered in the following clinical scenarios: Children with persistent* levels of LDL-C ≥160 mg/dL (with no apparent secondary cause of hypercolenzolemia†) with LDL-C ≥190 mg/dl levels in at least 1 parent or family history of hypercholesteroleria
and premature CAD ◗ adults without LDL-C pretretment , but with a personal history of premature CAD◗ and family history of hypercholesterolnolia and premature CAD◗ Adults with persistent * LDL-C levels of ≥160 mg/dL (no apparent secondary cause of hypercholesterolesia†) in a family history of hypercholesterol and personal history or family history of premature CAD-Future Outlook The field of clinical
genetics is in rapid course. We expect this scientific statement to be to reflect new progress in this area and new disease-specific guidelines, expert consensus documents and other statements to be published. A reliable classification of variants identified in genetic testing will remain a major challenge for the practice of clinical genetics. ClinGen's ongoing efforts to improve gene-specific classification
criteria will be critical, as well as laboratory-based functional platforms for reliable interpretation of variants in medium flow or high flow fashion.46.47This statement focuses entirely on genetic testing for inherited cardiovascular disorders considered to be mostly monogenic in nature (although the evidence for these diseases is oligogenous and includes variants in more than just 1 primary causal gene, with
additional variants affecting the severity of the disease, mounting48.49). Complex disorders, i.e. polygenic disorders, were not included. Recent reports on polygenic risk results for complex cardiovascular diseases such as coronary artery disease and atrial fibrillation suggest that patients with extreme results, i.e. in the top few percent of the population, have an increased risk of disease several times higher
than the average population that is equivalent to the risk given to some monogenic disorders.50.51 Whether such information is partial and whether they can meaningfully inform patient management, remains to be determined, but with genotypic and sequencing technologies allowing the calculation of polygenic risk results to now be inexpensive enough to be incorporated into routine clinical practice, it is
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